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The computer simulation of the human poetry –a special type of literature and a 
typical phenomenon of human creativity – is a great challenge of natural language 
generation. This paper aims to conduct an elementary research in LIBAI poetry 
generation. We analyze the possibility of the computer automatic poetry generation 
and discuss the method of its implement in detail. Our research includes the following 
aspects:（1）The theories, algorithms, rules and technologies which are used on this 
topic theoretically.（2）Propose the genetic algorithms approach to the imitation of 
LIBAI poetry generation.（3）Construct the genetic algorithms based, the imitation of 
LIBAI poetry, generation system. Describe its implementation, give the flowchart and 
some instances of the result, and analyze the result. As is shown by a certain number 
of tests, the system constructed on the basis of the computing model designed in this 
paper is basically capable of generating the imitation of LIBAI poetry, and we hope 
that this work can serve as the foundation for further research in this field. 
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络版的有 ELUAR,ALFRED 等），再到基于设定模板的方法（Ray Kurzweil 的
Cyberneit Poet 系统[5]和 ALAMO 小组的 Rimbaudelaires 系统[6]），以及本文所
涉及的基于进化算法的系统（代表系统为 Levy 的 POEVOLVE[7]和 Manurung H. 
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